DEFINITIONS

*Anthropology*


- Anthropology is a science of humankind. It studies all facets of society and culture. It studies tools, techniques, traditions, language, beliefs, kinships, values, social institutions, economic mechanisms, cravings for beauty and art, struggles for prestige. It describes the impact of humans on other humans. With the exception of the Physical Anthropology discipline, Anthropology focuses on human characteristics generated and propagated by humans themselves. *(http://www.cyberpursuits.com/anthro/default.asp)*

**BOOKS**

*Abelos, Alex V. (2006) (A comprehensive textbook in sociology and basic anthropology)Introduction to anthropology in a global perspective: a guidebook in society and culture, 2006 ed. 301 Ab141*
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Ember, Carol R. (2011) **Cultural anthropology.** 13th ed. Cir 306 Em53 2011


Hendry, Joy (2009) **An Introduction to social anthropology : sharing our worlds,** 2nd ed. 306 H498 2008


Kikuchi, Yasushi, ed. (2004) **Development anthropology : beyond economics.** 301 D489

Korom, Frank J., ed. (2013) **The Anthropology of performance : a reader.** Cir 301 An628


Lavenda, Robert H. (2003) **Core concepts in cultural anthropology.** 306 L399 2003


Park, Michael Alan (2003) **Introducing anthropology : an integrated approach** 2nd ed. 301 P236 2003

Park, Michael Alan (2000) **Introducing anthropology : an integrated approach** 301 P236


Perry, Richard J. (2003) **Five key concepts in anthropological thinking** 301 P464


Rapport, Nigel. (2000) **Social and cultural anthropology : the key concepts.** 306 R221

Coloma, Teresita M. (2012) *Essentials of sociology and anthropology: an interactive study.* Fil 301 Es78


Palispis, Epitacio S. (1996) *Introductions to sociology and anthropology* 301 P163
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**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

Coral 230th datong of the imposition of a virtual... by P.V. Kirch and W.D. Sharp *Science* p. 102-104 307(5706) Ja 7 ’05


Examination of enamel hypoplasias in a pre-pottery neolithic B site of Kfor Hahoresh. by M.L. Trahe. *Michigan Academician* p. 3 35(1) Spring ’03

Femoral cortical bone development in the dickson mounds collection. by M.Moran *Michigan Academician* p. 2 35(1) Spring ’03


People like us. National Geographic p. 91-117 198(1) Jl ’00


**ELECTRONIC JOURNALS**

*Accessible Thru HAU Library Webpage*

- Annual Review of Anthropology
- Anthropology and Education Quarterly
- The Australian Journal of Anthropology
- The Canadian Review of Sociology
- Cultural Anthropology
- Human Organization
- International Journal of Business Anthropology
INTERNET RESOURCES

Multimedia and Internet Workstation

Anthropology Program by Behavioral Sciences Department, Palomar College, San Marcos, California

This site provides variety of information about anthropology topics. Includes definitions, faculty programs and web links that may be very useful for researchers.

Anthropology by Cyberpursuit

This site provides pages that lead you to projects and studies of humankind. There are pages which can lead you to reference material, academic departments, libraries, museums, publications, organizations, and other endeavors.

American Anthropological Association

Founded in 1902, the American Anthropological Association (AAA) is the world's largest organization of individuals interested in anthropology. This national organization was formed "to promote the science of anthropology, to stimulate and coordinate the efforts of American anthropologists, to foster local and other societies devoted to anthropology, to serve as a bond among American anthropologists and anthropologic[al] organizations present and prospective, and to publish and encourage the publication of matter pertaining to anthropology"

Dictionary of anthropology by Anthrobase.com

This site provides definitions for anthropology terms, anthropologist and schools of anthropology.
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